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Resistance to Rescue: The Indians of Bahapki 
and Mrs. Annie E. K. Bidwell 
MARGARET D.  JACOBS 
Like a zoom lens on a camera, Margaret Jacobs gives us a close-up 
view of one example of the “civilizing “ interaction between Euro-Ameri-
can and American Indian women described by Wendy Wall. Annie Bidwell, 
whose story is told here, was an exemplar of the nineteenth-century Euro-
American female humanitarian reform impulse. She worked diligently to in-
troduce Christianity and domesticity to the Maidu and Bahapki Indians who 
lived and worked for her husband at Rancho Chico, paying special attention 
to the women and children. Bidwell had no doubt that her insistence on ac-
culturation was in their best interests. But from the perspective of the Indi-
ans, she was a destroyer. Insofar as they could, they resisted her efforts to 
change their religion, their child-rearing practices, and their family relation-
ships. Margaret Jacobs successfully “reads through” Bidwell’s own writings 
to document the ways in which the Indians Bidwell was trying to “rescue” in-
stead subverted and quietly resisted her efforts. 
Jacobs’s success in showing us both sides of this interaction changes 
our understanding of Annie Bidwell. Jacobs does not dispute or disparage 
Bidwell’s humanitarian concern, but by looking at the Indian side of the sto-
ry, she does clearly show that Bidwell was less effective than she thought. Be-
cause Margaret Jacobs begins without assumptions of cultural superiority, 
she is able to show us how very complex Bidwell’s humanitarian “rescue ef-
fort” really was.  
In the early 1890s, a group of California Indians who lived in a small vil-
lage on General John Bidwell’s ranch in Chico, California, designed and car-
ried out a Fourth of July parade. In an article in Overland Monthly, the gen-
eral’s wife, Annie Bidwell, described this event. Leading the procession was 
a wagon bearing the Goddess of Liberty, portrayed by thirteen-year-old Mag-
gie Lafonso, daughter of Holi Lafonso, headman of the Rancho Chico In-
dians, and Amanda Wilson, Annie Bidwell’s personal maid. Wagons full of 
other Rancho Chico Indians as well as visiting Indians followed behind the 
Goddess of Liberty. According to Annie Bidwell, “The brass band, and the 
marshals on horseback presented a picture never to be forgotten. These very 
marshals were little unclad savages when my husband fi rst saw them,—now 
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[they were] decorated with silk sashes sent to them by prominent gentlemen 
of Chico.” On seeing this procession, Annie Bidwell, who had labored for 
more than twenty years to bring these Indians the gospel and civilization, 
confessed, “This is worth a lifetime of work.”1 
At the end of their parade through town, the Rancho Chico Indians and 
their visitors retired to a grove where they carried out a program of “prayer, 
music by band, hymns, patriotic songs, recitations by the children, reading of 
Declaration of Independence, and an oration by Mr. Dick Phillips, one of the 
middle-aged men. “In addition to the parade and the patriotic exercises,” all 
day a wonderful exhibit of Indian curios was displayed in the Chapel,” and “a 
foot race with a silver watch from a Chico jeweler for prize, closed the day’s 
sport.” The Indians culminated the celebration with an Indian dance in their 
Dance House that night. But lest her readers think that the Rancho Chico In-
dians had reverted to heathenism after their day of civility, Annie Bidwell as-
sured them that one of the men explained the dance as an event “to show the 
old and the new, and the new is better.”2 
From the time she fi rst arrived on Rancho Chico in 1868, Annie Bidwell 
endeavored to “civilize,” Americanize, and Christianize the Indians who la-
bored for her husband. Believing that women represented the key to chang-
ing the morals, upbringing, and culture of the Indians, she particularly target-
ed Indian women in her efforts. From her recounting of these Fourth of July 
events, it appears that Annie Bidwell had, indeed, triumphed. What better in-
dication that Annie Bidwell had succeeded in her efforts than to show a group 
of Indians organizing and carrying out their own Fourth of July parade? What 
event could have provided a better symbol of their adoption of American cul-
ture and its rituals? And with a thirteen-year-old Indian girl portraying the 
Goddess of Liberty, it appeared as if Annie Bidwell had, indeed, brought In-
dian women “up” to white, middle-class Christian standards.  
In keeping with this interpretation, historians have lauded Annie Bidwell’s 
humanitarian efforts to bring civilization and progress to the Rancho Chico 
Indians. Valerie Mathes concludes that “Annie Bidwell provided a unique ex-
ample of what personal endeavor and private philanthropy could accomplish 
in encouraging an Indian village to seek a place in the mainstream of Ameri-
can life.”3 Lamenting the loss of their culture but expressing her approval of 
the Bidwells’ humanitarianism, Dorothy Hill remarks that “had it not been 
for the Bidwells’ interest, the Indians of Chico Rancheria would have experi-
enced a more abrupt, painful, but inevitable change in their lifestyle.”4 
Such a reading leaves unexamined the nature of the interaction between 
Annie Bidwell and the Indians at Rancho Chico. It fails to examine why An-
nie Bidwell felt it necessary to undermine native culture and replace it with 
her own notions of civilization. Hill’s and Mathes’s interpretations also ne-
glect the ingenious ways in which the Rancho Chico Indians, like other Na-
tive Americans, managed to sustain vital aspects of their culture and identi-
ty through adaptation and accommodation. In this essay, I aim to place Annie 
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Bidwell in the context of late-nineteenth-century middle-class women’s re-
form movements and to recover the many ways in which Indian women and 
men at Rancho Chico challenged Annie Bidwell’s attempts at acculturation. 
Such events as the Fourth of July parade illuminate how the Rancho Chico 
Indians manipulated and appropriated the icons of American acculturation as 
a means to preserve their culture.  
Annie Bidwell came to California by virtue of her marriage to Califor-
nia pioneer John Bidwell, who fi rst ventured west as a member of the Wil-
kes Expedition in 1841.5 The land known as Rancho Chico that John Bidwell 
eventually acquired lay within the territory of the Northwestern Maidu group 
in the Sacramento Valley of northeastern California.6 According to Bidwell, 
he fi rst encountered the Maidu Indians who lived at a village known as 
Mechoopda in 1847 when he came to survey Rancho Chico and other ranch-
es in northern California.7 In 1848, Bidwell found gold on the Middle Fork of 
the Feather River. Faced with a shortage of labor, Bidwell claims he “had to 
use Indians” to help him clear brush and to mine gold. While Bidwell paid his 
laborers with beads and clothes, he reportedly mined one hundred thousand 
dollars worth of gold dust.8 
In just two years after the discovery of gold, the white population in Cali-
fornia increased by more than a hundred thousand. The population of the Sac-
ramento Valley alone surged from a few hundred to twenty or thirty thousand. 
The pressure the new white miners put on the land had devastating consequenc-
es for northern California natives. As they killed deer, duck, rabbit, and other 
game, the miners deprived Indians of their customary diet. In addition, they up-
set natural habitats with their mining operations and introduced livestock that 
devoured the plants, roots, grasses, seeds, and acorns upon which the Indians 
relied.9 Before the gold rush, Indians in California numbered about 150,000; by 
the 1850s, they had suffered an 80 percent decrease in population to 30,000.10 
In addition to destroying the natural habitat of northern California Indians, 
incoming miners and settlers also dispossessed them of their land. Those min-
ers who did not fi nd their fortunes in the mines sought to make their living as 
farmers on plots of land they simply claimed as squatters.11 Though Bidwell 
had made a fortune in mining, in 1849 he decided to abandon the industry in 
favor of purchasing Rancho Chico, a Mexican land grant of more than twen-
ty-two thousand acres that encompassed the Mechoopda village of Maidu In-
dians.12 As he had relied on Indians to labor in his surveying and mining op-
erations, Bidwell again turned to Indians to work on Rancho Chico. Because 
of the encroachments of foreigners on Indian land, John Bidwell found Cali-
fornia Indians with few other options for survival but laboring on ranchos.  
As whites seized all the most fertile land and robbed the Indians of their 
customary hunting and gathering grounds, northern California Indians had to 
either live on nonproductive land or become agricultural laborers or house 
servants for their invaders.13 To stave off hunger, some Indians resorted to 
livestock raiding on white ranches. Whites retaliated with violence, even 
against Indians who had not taken part in raiding.14 
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Faced with such violence, Indians who lived and worked on John Bidwell’s 
Rancho Chico gained a rare measure of peace and protection. According to 
Rancho Chico resident Henry Azbill, Bidwell “had a little more concern for the 
Indian people living on his land,” and “to the Indian people who were at that 
time suffering the many atrocities by the incoming whites, Bidwell did produce 
some sort of protection for the people living on his place. He saw to it that what 
he called renegade whites would not bother them, that they had a home of their 
own, and in this way, they were somewhat protected.”15 In exchange for this 
protection, Bidwell gained a source of cheap labor to develop his land.  
In 1863, confl icts between whites and Indians in Butte County reached 
their peak when a posse of 500 white men sought to kill or remove every Indi-
an from Butte County, rounding up 461 Indians to be driven to the Round Val-
ley Reservation.16 As early as February 1864, some Indians left Round Valley 
and returned to their homes. Some sought refuge at Bidwell’s ranch. Repre-
sentatives from nine other Maidu villages, as well as members of the Yana, 
Pit River, Nome Lacki, Wintu, and Wailacki tribes, came to reside and work at 
Rancho Chico, composing the largest nonreservation Indian community in the 
United States. Though this village had once been called Mechoopda, the old-
er Maidu people came to call this reconstituted community Bahapki, a Maidu 
word meaning unsifted or mixed, to refl ect the combination of cultures it shel-
tered. Though they had to labor for Bidwell and were often cut off from their 
ancestral lands, the Indians at Bahapki gained protection and an opportunity to 
re-create a village, mixing elements from all of their cultures.17 
Until 1868, when, during his tenure as a U.S. congressman, John Bidwell 
married Annie Ellicott Kennedy, a member of a prominent Washington, D.C., 
family, the Indians at Bahapki experienced few efforts to acculturate them to 
white society. As an adherent to the dominant middle-class ideology of the 
time that associated men’s sphere with business and public affairs and wom-
en’s realm with religion, morality, and the home, John Bidwell seems to have 
left much of the job of “civilizing” and Christianizing the Rancho Chico Indi-
ans up to his new wife.18 
When Annie Bidwell arrived at Rancho Chico in 1868, her upbringing 
had already preconditioned her to believe that it was her Christian and fe-
male duty to work for the “uplift” of the “little unclad savages” she found 
on her husband’s ranch. An ardent Presbyterian, a loyal member of the Na-
tional Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA), and a devout follower of the 
Woman’s Christian Tempemnce Union (WCTU), Annie Kennedy emerged 
from a tradition of middle-class Christian women’s reform that sought to in-
still women’s perceived moral superiority into the mainstream of American 
society.19 Like other women from this tradition, she held deep religious, evan-
gelical convictions. In fact, before she consented to marry General Bidwell in 
1868, Kennedy wrote him of her concern that he should be not only a Chris-
tian, but a Presbyterian instead of a Methodist.20 The creation and mainte-
nance of a Christian home composed a key component of the women’s moral 
superiority tradition from which Annie Kennedy came. Though middle-class 
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white women were not supposed to invade the male sphere of business and 
electoral politics, they could exert power within their homes.21 Apparently, 
both the general and Annie Kennedy subscribed to this notion, as the gener-
al proclaimed, “Annie must be the sole ruler of the domestic circle-she must 
rule supreme there.”22
Yet  Annie Bidwell and many other middle-class women did venture out 
of their prescribed sphere in the home, creating a place for themselves in the 
“public sphere” based on women’s identifi cation with morality. Mrs. Bidw-
el123 and other middle-class reforming women did not reject their roles as 
wives and mothers but sought instead to extend “female” values of piety, pu-
rity, and the Christian home into the public realm. Rather than challenging 
male power head-on, these women focused instead on strengthening female 
moral authority by rescuing women they perceived to be victims.24 In the late 
nineteenth century, as reformers increasingly posed assimilation as the key to 
the so-called Indian problem, women found key roles to play in the campaign 
to assimilate Native American women.25 
Mrs. Bidwell’s fi rst successful attempt to make contact with Indian wom-
en and introduce them to her notions of women’s domesticity came seven 
Annie E. K. Bidwell. (Courtesy Bidwell Mansion State Historic Park and Special 
Collections, Merriam Library, California State University, Chico.)  
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years after she fi rst arrived at Rancho Chico. Having spent “years of fruitless 
attempts to become acquainted” with the Indians at Bahapki village, she was 
not successful until one day when she borrowed a plan from mission work in 
eastern cities “of giving clothing to those who would make it, provided they 
would come to the mission school; so by taking the cotton goods to the vil-
lage and holding it up in a way to excite their curiosity and retain their inter-
est; and by gestures and words, I made them understand that if they would 
come up to the Mansion (as our home was called), I would show them how 
to make clothing which they could have for the making. “ To Mrs. Bidwell’s 
“great joy, the following morning about seven women and a few children ap-
peared, and from that moment we were friends.”26 Evidently, many of the 
women became quite skilled in Mrs. Bidwell’s form of sewing and produced 
many articles of clothing in the style of which the Bidwells approved.  
Hoping to provoke another transformation in the way the Indians lived, 
Mrs. Bidwell stressed the importance of living in wooden rather than earth-
en houses. Although she marveled at her fi rst sight of the Indians’ earthen-
dome dwellings at Bahapki, Mrs. Bidwell took great pleasure when the In-
dians moved their village in the early 1870s and replaced all but three of 
their customary homes with wooden houses.27 In connection with her favor-
able impression of Indians who built wooden homes, Mrs. Bidwell took pride 
in Indian women who adopted the middle-class American concern for their 
homes. On the death of Bahapki Indian Nopanny, the daughter of the head-
man Luckyan and wife of Billy Preacher, Mrs. Bidwell praised Nopanny as a 
“devoted wife and excellent I housekeeper,” whose home was one she always 
exhibited to visitors.28 
Not only did Mrs. Bidwell seek to effect outer, material changes in the In-
dians’ clothing and housing, she also tried to transform the Indians’ interior 
souls and minds. Her sewing lessons provided merely a cover for her deep-
er intentions; once she had ensnared the Indian women in her sewing class-
es, she began her attempts to teach them and their children English and to 
convert them to Christianity as well. According to Mrs. Bidwell, “[T]he fi rst 
half hour [of her classes] was given to devotional exercises; the next, to read-
ing with the women and girls, and the rest of the morning to sewing while the 
boys had lessons in the rudiments of English.”29 To encourage the Christian-
ization of the Indians, in the late 1870s the Bidwells built a small church for 
the Indians in their village and later erected a larger one on their own grounds 
outside the village; eventually they moved this church to the village and en-
larged it with a tower and belfry.30 
In connection with her Christianizing efforts, Mrs. Bidwell desired that 
the Indians give up their sacred ceremonies and observances. She particu-
larly disapproved of the Bahapki Indians’ burial and mourning ceremonies 
at which they “wailed” for several days and nights and cast beads, baskets, 
skins, feather belts, and ornaments into the grave alongside the body. To Mrs. 
Bidwell, not only were the mourning practices a symbol of the Indians’ hea-
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thenness, but their tradition of burying the dead with valuable objects repre-
sented resistance to a culture that prized material accumulation. According to 
Mrs. Bidwell, her efforts to convince the Indians at Bahapki to abandon their 
burial practices soon paid off. She asserts that in 1876, only a year after she 
had started her school, “one of the men . . . said he was going to the white 
man’s God, and he wished to be buried like a white man. He wished our car-
penter to make the casket, and ever since caskets have been supplied to all the 
Indians with the exception of two or three who wished to buy their own.”31 
Predictably, another major point of contention between Mrs. Bidwell and 
the Indians at Bahapki developed over the Indians’ dances. As with Indian 
burial practices, Mrs. Bidwell opposed the Indian dances for two reasons: 
they did not conform to Christian religion, and they did not fi t with the Indi-
ans’ new lifestyle as wage laborers on her husband’s property. According to 
her, “The argument I presented against the Indian dance was, that when they 
had a creek to spring into after the dance, it was a benefi t to them, purifying 
their bodies; but now that they had to sit in the cold wind, it gave them colds 
and pneumonia. Also that they danced to excess and over-tired their bodies so 
that the next day they were not in condition of good work.”32 
As Mrs. Bidwell cultivated Christianity while trying to root out the old 
native ways, she claimed that the Indians at Bahapki gradually gave up their 
traditional dances. According to Henry Azbill, who grew up in Bahapki, 
headman Holi Lafonso, under pressure from Mrs. Bidwell, agreed to aban-
don the old dances but requested that the Indians be allowed to conduct one 
last complete dance cycle in 1906–07. Lafonso began the cycle in the spring 
of 1906 with the Acorn or Aki Dance, but before the cycle could be contin-
ued and completed, he died that fall. Keeping with their tradition, in Febru-
ary 1907, after the death of their headman, the Indians tore down the Dance 
House.33 Thus, in 1907, Mrs. Bidwell could write; confi dently, “All of these 
customs have passed away altogether with the Indian Dance, which was a sa-
cred institution.”34 
In Mrs. Bidwell’s ardent efforts to enforce Christianity and white Ameri-
can ways at Bahapki, she focused on Indian women. Like most white Protes-
tant women reformers of her time, Mrs. Bidwell believed that Native Amer-
ican men degraded their women. Ethnologists and reformers alike mistook 
northern California Indian bride-price customs as a form of slavery or pros-
titution and ignored the complex divisions of labor that accorded native Cal-
ifornia women status for their agricultural work. Based partly on what they 
perceived to be the ill and inappropriate treatment of Indian women, they as-
signed native Californians to the “lowest level of civilization.”35 Entrenched 
in their own middle-class culture in which white women did not engage in 
hard physical labor, reformers and researchers assumed that the culture from 
which they came held women in higher esteem than the Native American cul-
tures they observed.  
During her initial interactions with the Indians at Bahapki, Mrs. Bidwell 
shared this view of Indian women as the degraded slaves of their men. In ac-
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cordance with her own Victorian gender norms, she never thought it proper 
to teach men, “especially Indians whom, I thought had less regard for wom-
an than white men.”36 Given this view of Indian women as the drudges of In-
dian men, Mrs. Bidwell attempted to rescue Indian women from a “heathen” 
and “uncivilized” life.  
Mrs. Bidwell’s proselytizing efforts toward women profoundly affected 
gender relations between Nopanny and Billy Preacher and between Amanda 
Wilson and her fi rst husband, Holi Lafonso. Mrs. Bidwell described Nopan-
ny as a “remarkable woman. She learned readily to read and sew and was my 
counselor from the beginning of the mission until her death. We were devot-
ed friends.” In contrast to her husband, Billy Preacher, who continued his tra-
ditional role in the village as the kuksu, or Dance Society instructor, Nopanny 
Preacher became one of Mrs. Bidwell’s disciples in Christianity. Nopanny’s 
conversion generated confl ict between her and Billy. The Indian woman ev-
idently asked Mrs. Bidwell for a Bible for her home and kept it wrapped in 
fl annel on her mantle. When Billy disapproved, Nopanny returned the Bi-
ble to Mrs. Bidwell, saying, “My husband doesn’t believe that Book and I 
can’t keep it.” Nopanny mysteriously departed to Sacramento in December of 
1881, apparently separating from her husband for some length of time.37 
Mrs. Bidwell interfered in the domestic disputes rather than in the reli-
gious beliefs of Amanda and Holi Lafonso. Though some accounts call Aman-
da the widow of Holi, Amanda’s granddaughter, Thelma Wilson, claims that 
Amanda and Holi divorced because of Mrs. Bidwell’s intervention. Thelma 
Wilson explains that her grandmother’s fi rst marriage 
was an unhappy marriage, and she never really told us the details of 
what happened, but evidently her husband [Holi Lafonso] was most un-
kind toward her, and I would imagine that that’d probably [be] putting it 
gently. And so the older woman [Mrs. Bidwell] said to her why we can’t 
let this go on, it’s an impossible situation. . . . And of course in those 
days it wasn’t easy just to say, well, all right I’m going to leave you, I 
can’t take this any longer. There has to be somebody to help.38 
 Mrs. Bidwell was the “somebody” who helped Amanda separate from 
Holi Lafonso and remarry Santa Wilson. As the adopted son of a white fam-
ily, a bookkeeper, and the eventual minister of the Bidwell’s Indian church, 
Santa Wilson clearly appeared to Mrs. Bidwell as a more suitable mate for a 
Christian woman than the headman Lafonso.39 Although Mrs. Bidwell offered 
Indian women like Amanda Wilson support and protection when faced with 
male abuse, her intentions went beyond simple assistance in times of distress. 
Like her sewing classes, Mrs. Bidwell’s efforts to rescue women and convert 
them to her view of womanhood were part of her larger effort to bring Indi-
ans into civilization.  
Mrs. Bidwell also intervened in the customary socialization process of 
the Indians at Bahapki by requiring Indian children to attend her school and 
church. According to Mrs. Bidwell, many younger Indians accepted bap-
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tism and other aspects of Christianity that their parents would not. On the 
question of baptism, Mrs. Bidwell remarked that “the old Indians have been 
so determined [not to be baptized] that I have not urged them,” but “with 
the younger Indians this is not so.”40 By intervening early in the socializa-
tion of children, Mrs. Bidwell seems to have succeeded in gaining at least a 
few converts to Christianity. Some of Mrs. Bidwell’s students—namely Mag-
gie, Elmer, and Genevieve Lafonso and Burney Wilson—appear to have be-
come committed and zealous Christians. Maggie Lafonso, daughter of head-
man Holi Lafonso and Amanda Wilson, became the Sunday School teacher 
at the Indian church in the village until her early death in 1909. Elmer Lafon-
so, Maggie’s brother, made his name as an accomplished hymn singer and 
traveled around the West in an attempt to spread the gospel to other Indi-
ans. Elmer’s wife, Genevieve Lafonso, also became an instructor in the Ba-
hapki church and school. Burney Wilson, son of Amanda and Santa Wil-
son and half-brother to the Lafonsos, tried to pursue a career as a minister.41 
In the process of attempting to convert younger Indians to Christiani-
ty, Mrs. Bidwell appears to have created a division in the Bahapki village 
between old Indians and young. For example, Burney Wilson wrote Mrs. 
Bidwell of the confl ict with his parents over his attendance at a boarding 
Maggie Lafonso. (Courtesy 
Dorothy Hill Collection and 
Special Collections, Merri-
am Library, California State 
University, Chico.)  
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school in Oregon: “As you know by this time that I left home (while my folks 
didn’t want me to) the latter part of October.”42 These generational confl icts 
played out not just between individual children and their parents but also in 
the village as a whole. In 1907 , Maggie Lafonso wrote to tell Mrs. Bidwell 
about the Indians’ confl ict over the burning ceremony that they conducted 
each year in honor of their dead. “The Burning is a question which is not 
yet settled upon. Wish to consult with you on your return home. The young 
people of the village are trying to banish all Old ways. We have so far great 
hopes.”43 
In 1907, generational confl icts seem to have led to the destruction of the 
Dance House. After headman Holi Lafonso’s death, the Indians at Bahapki de-
bated whether to tear down the old Dance House and rebuild a new one, ac-
cording to tradition, or to retain the old one. Apparently, some members of 
the Bahapki village considered retaining the old house, despite tradition, be-
cause no one knew how to dress the center pole.44 Other sources conclude that 
older Bahapki Indians feared that the younger Indians would not sustain the 
Dance Society or rebuild the house and so were reluctant to tear it down. Evi-
dently, in 1907, an adolescent boy decided the issue by riding a horse over the 
building, breaking the domed roof as well the horse’s legs. To some older Indi-
ans, this incident proved that the younger people lacked the proper respect to-
ward and desire to continue the Indian dances. Therefore, one Bahapki Indian, 
George Barber, sold his dance costume to museum collector Stewart Culin on 
Culin’s collecting expedition through northern California in 1907.45 
Though Mrs. Bidwell presented her interactions with the Indians at Ba-
hapki as subtle and gently persuasive, she and the general actually instituted 
more coercive measures to control the behavior of the Indians. In his “Proc-
lamation of Rules Made for Rancho Chico Indians” in 1885, General Bidwell 
asserted that he would allow the Indians to live on his premises as long as 
they abided by certain conditions. These conditions included that “they drink 
no whiskey or other liquor” ; “that all must be temperate, industrious, and 
good”; “that all Indians—men, women, and children—must (unless in case 
of sickness) attend church every Sunday when there is church”; and “that par-
ents must send their children to school when old enough, keep them clean, 
and teach them to be polite.” Thus, though presented as a voluntary choice 
for the Indians at Bahapki, Mrs. Bidwell’s classes and church services were 
actually mandatory. Not only did the Bidwells require church and school at-
tendance, but they also prohibited the Indians from working off Rancho Chi-
co. General Bidwell proclaimed, “If they go away and work elsewhere, they 
lose the right to live here; for this place must not be a harbor for tramps or 
idle or otherwise not useful people.”46 
Using such pressures, it would appear that by the early 1890s, and certain-
ly by 1907, Mrs. Bidwell had accomplished many of her aims. In her mind, or 
at least according to her writings, the Indians at Bahapki had not only willingly 
adopted the clothes and wooden houses she promoted, but they had also cheer-
fully abandoned their old ways in favor of Christianity and middle-class norms 
of domesticity. But appearances can be deceiving. In order to survive physical-
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ly, the Indians at Bahapki accommodated to the interests of, and ultimately be-
came dependent upon, the Bidwells. Yet in order to survive culturally and spir-
itually, they resisted Mrs. Bidwell’s civilizing mission in overt as well as subtle 
ways. Their need for both physical and cultural survival confronted the Bahap-
ki Indians with a dilemma: If they resisted Mrs. Bidwell’s efforts, they risked 
their physical survival as a village. But if they accommodated completely to 
Mrs. Bidwell’s mission, they could lose their cultural identity.  
Each individual Indian coped with this dilemma in a different way; no one 
seems to have accomplished total resistance to Mrs. Bidwell nor to have sub-
mitted to total accommodation. When faced with the external, material chang-
es the Bidwells offered to them—the adoption of new material goods and 
training in sewing and reading—some of the Indians at Bahapki seem to have 
readily accepted some of these innovations. Though Mrs. Bidwell believed 
their acceptance of these external changes primed them for adopting deep-
er internal and religious changes, the Indians at Bahapki did not believe that 
their selective adoption of certain white material goods and skills meant total 
acceptance of all white ways. When confronted with the “internal” changes 
Mrs. Bidwell and her husband sought—abandoning their own religious ways 
for Christianity—the Bahapki Indians developed a range of strategies for ne-
gotiating this assault on their culture.  
In some cases, they engaged in outright defi ance. The Bidwells tolerat-
ed mild infractions of their rules. For example, despite the Bidwells’ efforts 
to ensure that all children attend school, the records from Mrs. Bidwell’s in-
dustrial school are full of absences of children who had gone off to dances in 
neighboring Indian communities. And although the Bidwells required the Ba-
hapki Indians to attend church, Mrs. Bidwell’s native preachers and teachers 
would often lament the poor attendance at church.47 
But the Bidwells did not tolerate more serious forms of outright defi ance. 
Even if desperate, Indians who left Rancho Chico in the 1880s and 1890s in 
search of other employment could expect to be kicked off Rancho Chico.48 
The Bidwells also threatened with eviction Indians who carried out their tra-
ditional dances on the premises. In a series of letters to the secretary of the in-
terior in 1914, Bahapki Indian William Conway asked the U.S. government 
to buy the Rancho Chico Indians a home in Chico. Apparently the secretary 
of the interior wrote back to Conway to question why he couldn’t work out 
some arrangement with Mrs. Bidwell. Conway replied that as 
 far as Mrs. Annie E. K. Bidwell good Friend ship to the Indians is true: 
I have nothing to say about Mrs. Annie E. K. Bidwell . . . that isn’t the 
question. The question is we have no homes. I will mention why we 
have no homes. 30th of last December 1913, the Indians gave a social 
dance: Indians only. Mrs. Bidwell came to the village and told the Indi-
ans to get off of her Property: and said this is my Property. We had no 
Place to go so we still remain where we are now, we might get kick off 
at any time. This is why I ask this government for assistance: were we 
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are now located we have no title. We have lived were we are now ever 
cence 1890.49 
 This passage reveals three important elements of the interaction be-
tween Mrs. Bidwell and the Indians who resided at Bahapki. First, if Con-
way’s depiction of this incident is accurate, despite Mrs. Bidwell’s claims to 
the contrary, the Indians had not given up their dances even though they no 
longer had a Dance House. Secondly, Mrs. Bidwell’s representation of her-
self as “gently” persuading the Indians to come to Christianity and “never in-
terfering” in their ways does not square with Indian accounts. Thirdly, this 
incident further reveals the debilitating dependence the Indians felt on Mrs. 
Bidwell. Without title to their own land and the ability to make their own liv-
ing, the Indians at Bahapki remained dependent on Mrs. Bidwell’s good grac-
es. If they defi ed her openly, they risked, at least, falling out of favor, and at 
most, their entire village. Thus, this strategy of maintaining cultural integrity 
through outright defi ance could be dangerous.  
The Bahapki Indians therefore developed other more subtle and less risky 
means to preserve their cultural identity in the face of Mrs. Bidwell’s pres-
sures. For one, the Indians at Bahapki made sense of and adopted some of 
the customs Mrs. Bidwell tried to foist on them by accepting them on their 
own terms. For example, Billy Preacher’s eventual acceptance of Christianity 
came only after he had received a vision that he should do so. Receiving, in-
terpreting, and acting on visions was an integral part of the religion of the In-
dians at Bahapki. Nopanny, Billy’s wife, told Mrs. Bidwell that “My husband 
died and went to God and God showed him that Book and told him it was 
His Book, and he must believe it.”50 Thus, Billy Preacher may have accepted 
Christianity, but he did so on his own terms and via his customary means.  
Similarly, when the Bidwells built a church in the Bahapki village, the 
Indians believed it to be a result of their own visions. As the Indian Tokee-
no lay dying in his home, his cousin Nopanny insisted that he be transferred 
to her home for a Christian service. Nopanny refused to pray in Tokeeno’s 
house because Tokeeno’s wife was a “non-believer.” As Mrs. Bidwell led the 
Indians in prayer for Tokeeno in Nopanny’s home, Tokeeno made a miracu-
lous recovery. Nopanny then told Mrs. Bidwell that “My cousin says he died 
and went to God and the good lady prayed and God sent him back to see that 
church house built, and we want that church house. “ As a converted Chris-
tian, Nopanny may have had ulterior motives in seeing a church house built. 
Yet her cousin and she legitimated the construction of a church house through 
traditional Indian spiritual means—a process of visions. In this instance, Mrs. 
Bidwell accepted the Indians’ interpretation of events and the legitimacy of 
interpreting visions to reveal proper actions. Mrs. Bidwell insisted that the 
church be built the day after this momentous event, for she felt that “God did 
send [Tokeeno ] to force us to do our duty.”51 
Even those young Indians who appeared to have wholeheartedly adopted 
Christianity and American ways did so on their own terms and for their own 
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purposes. Elmer Lafonso, for example, used his training in Christianity and 
hymn singing as a platform from which to launch a vaudeville career. A San 
Francisco reviewer commented that in addition to his repertoire of Italian op-
eratic arias and popular songs, Elmer Lafonso also “has secured a quiver full 
of Indian songs, mainly by Charles Cadrnan, based on the tribal music of In-
dians.” The reviewer noted that Lafonso believed that Indian music could en-
rich American musical literature. Thus, Elmer Lafonso, the supposedly Chris-
tianized Indian who had abandoned his culture, actually had hopes of acting 
as a kind of missionary, introducing native cultural elements, albeit popular-
ized ones, into the American mainstream.52  
Elmer’s sister, Maggie Lafonso, used her Christian training as a base from 
which to join Indian efforts to challenge white attitudes and policies toward 
Indians. Before Maggie died in 1909 at the age of twenty-fi ve, she partici-
pated as the only woman in the second annual Zayante Indian conference in 
1907 in Mount Hermon, California. Though sponsored by the Northern Cal-
ifornia Indian Association (NCIA) in order to further the training of young 
Indians to “uplift” other Indians, the Indians at the  conference used the oc-
casion to draw up a list of grievances and policy recommendations. Nine-
teen Indian men from around northern California and Maggie Lafonso signed 
a declaration petitioning the state and federal government for land, for pro-
tection from liquor traffi c, for education, for fi eld physicians, and for legal 
protection. In her letters to Mrs. Bidwell, Maggie always characterized her 
Christian commitment as a tool to help her people.53 
Burney Wilson, too, viewed his Christian mission as an effort to challenge 
white beliefs about Indians. During his college career, Burney was “called 
on a mission of the Gospel” many times, because he thought that he “may 
be of some good in telling of Our Indian Problem.” As the only Indian stu-
dent at Park College in Missouri, Burney felt a special responsibility to prove 
his worth as an Indian.54 In essence, these three young Indians negotiated 
a place for themselves as ambassadors from Bahapki to American culture. 
Though Mrs. Bidwell and other whites may have seen the Lafonso siblings 
and Burney Wilson as examples of Indians who had assimilated successful-
ly, these Indians may have defi ned themselves instead as mediators between 
two cultures.55 
In the same way that young Indians made their own uses of the Christian 
schooling that Mrs. Bidwell provided them, Indian women also interpreted 
Mrs. Bidwell’s domestic teachings and prescribed gender roles in their own 
manner. Even though Nopanny converted to Christianity, she maintained her 
faith in the power of visions and revelations. In the case of Amanda Wilson, 
though she may have accepted Mrs. Bidwell’s protection from the cruelty of 
her fi rst husband, Holi Lafonso, she nevertheless retained her own view of 
women’s roles. For example, unlike white women in the Presbyterian Church 
who sat passively through the sermon of a male minister, Amanda Wilson 
felt no inhibition about standing up in church and delivering her own sermon 
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while her second husband, Santa Wilson, led the services.56 Other research-
ers have found evidence that Amanda Wilson, as the second in rank in the 
women’s Dance Society, attended the Christian church irregularly and still 
practiced her native religion.57 Thus, though Nopanny Preacher and Amanda 
Wilson may have accepted some of her teachings and assistance, this did not 
mean that they agreed to all of the conditions Mrs. Bidwell thought accompa-
nied such an acceptance. Rather, they selectively responded to her advances.  
In addition to adopting certain aspects of Mrs. Bidwell’s offerings on their 
own terms in order to maintain their cultural integrity, the Indians at Bahap-
ki also practiced a strategy of attempting to defi ne their encounter with Mrs. 
Bidwell as a two-way rather than a one-way process. For example, accord-
ing to Mrs. Bidwell, “After the Indians of my mission learned to speak Eng-
lish, I was invited by the women to attend an Indian dance, which I promised 
to do.”58 This act of sharing an aspect of their culture with Mrs. Bidwell after 
she had given the Indians knowledge of her own culture provides evidence 
that Indian women may have imagined their interaction with Bidwell, at least 
at fi rst, as a cultural exchange. In this, the women at Bahapki may have chal-
lenged central aspects of Mrs. Bidwell’s ideology. For example, the Indian 
women’s invitation to their dance created confl ict between the Bidwells over 
women’s proper roles. When Mrs. Bidwell reported her promise to attend the 
Indian dance to the general, he replied that it was not a suitable place for her 
to go. But Mrs. Bidwell defi ed the general’s wishes and attended anyway, al-
beit with her pastor and some other guests to chaperone her.59 
Mrs. Bidwell’s sustained interaction with the Indians at Bahapki caused 
her to question gender roles within white society on other occasions as well. 
For instance, when a group of Bahapki Indians supposedly insisted that she 
run a church service for them, Mrs. Bidwell agonized over her dilemma. 
Should she take on an improper role for a woman, that of a minister, and 
thus give the Indians the wrong idea about how Christian men and wom-
en should behave, or should she honor their request because it would bring 
these Indians closer to God? After God spoke to her, Mrs. Bidwell eventu-
ally decided “that it was a question between God and myself and not what 
others thought, so with many tears, I took charge of the little church. I have 
often wept all the way from my home to the little church because of my in-
suffi ciency and because I did not think it was proper that I, a woman, should 
teach men, especially Indians whom, I thought had less regard for woman 
than white men.”60 
Not only did Mrs. Bidwell’s experiences on Rancho Chico cause her to 
challenge her own gender role in American society, but her almost daily con-
tact with the Indians led her to abandon her belief that Indian men “had less 
regard for woman than white men.” Because of her experience in perform-
ing church services for both Indian men and women at Bahapki, Mrs. Bidwell 
concluded, “So ignorant are we . . . the men have stood by me to such an ex-
tent as to be the marvel of those who attend the service.”61 
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In other instances, although Mrs. Bidwell did not envision her encounter 
with the Indians as a reciprocal process, she may have subconsciously ad-
opted Indian cultural elements into her own culture. Like the Indians who 
gave special meaning to their dreams and visions, Mrs. Bidwell too learned 
to respect and utilize this aspect of Indian spirituality, revealing that God 
“has helped me on similar lines, without which I would have done [the In-
dians] a great wrong in rebuking as error what I believed was divine guid-
ance.”62 Thus the Indian strategy of trying to defi ne their interaction with 
Mrs. Bidwell as a cultural exchange had its advantages. In the process of 
learning about Bahapki culture, Mrs. Bidwell began to question some of her 
dearly held assumptions about both her own gender roles and those of the 
Indians. She also learned to respect certain elements of Indian culture and 
religion, even to the point of utilizing visions in her own life.63 Yet this strat-
egy was also unpredictable: revealing Indian culture to Mrs. Bidwell could 
produce either greater empathy and understanding on her part or it could 
serve to underscore her determination to transform the Indians into “civi-
lized” Americans.  
Thus, the Indians at Bahapki came to rely on another strategy to cope 
with Mrs. Bidwell’s acculturation efforts. Rather than reject outright Mrs. 
Bidwell’s new rituals and ceremonies, the Indians at Bahapki seem to have, 
at times, accepted the outer forms of the rituals Mrs. Bidwell offered them 
while fi nding an inner meaning that conformed more closely to their own 
religion. For instance, though Mrs. Bidwell had provided caskets for all the 
funerals of Indians since 1876, it is not apparent that the Bahapki Indians 
really used them, at least in the way she intended. Upon the death of Mrs. 
Nunco, Mrs. Bidwell went to town to get a coffi n, but when she returned to 
Bahapki, the grave was not yet fi nished. According to Mrs. Bidwell, “The 
Indians feared I would take cold so insisted on my not remaining but hav-
ing services before burial, promising to say the Lord’s prayer at grace.” 
Before leaving, Mrs. Bidwell noted that Mrs. Nunco was dressed Indian 
style for her burial.64 Although we cannot be sure, it appears that the Indi-
ans might have hustled Mrs. Bidwell out of Bahapki so that they could per-
form the burial in their own manner. By outwardly placating Mrs. Bidwell, 
the Indians may have been able to circumvent some of Mrs. Bidwell’s 
proscriptions.  
Some of the Indians at Bahapki may have also used this strategy to con-
tinue their traditional dances. Henry Azbill notes that the Indians at Bahap-
ki performed a dance around the time of the winter solstice called the To To 
to pay homage to the Earth Mother. Eventually, Azbill states, “We termed it 
Christmas Dance because it comes about that time of the year . . . on the 21st 
or 22nd of December. In order to get certain people off our backs because we 
were doing ‘heathen’ things, and this sort of thing, we just said, ‘Well this is 
a Christmas Dance.’“65 Azbill’s statement is crucial because it clearly shows 
that the Indians at Bahapki self-consciously manipulated the cultural icons of 
white Americans to suit their own purposes.  
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This brings us back to the Fourth of July parade Mrs. Bidwell described as 
an example of how far the “little unclad savages” had come on their journey 
to civilization. A more careful reading of Mrs. Bidwell’s account of the event 
brings out some peculiarities. When the procession was ready to start, Mrs. 
Bidwell noted, the Goddess of Liberty was nowhere to be found. When she 
fi nally found the thirteen-year-old Maggie Lafonso standing in her doorway, 
Mrs. Bidwell asked her why she was not in her place. To Maggie’s question 
as to whether all the people were in the wagon yet, Mrs. Bidwell answered in 
the affi rmative. Hearing that, Maggie said, “I am waiting to be taken.” “Just 
then her father, the Chief [Lafonso] in marshal’s garb, arrived,” Mrs. Bidwell 
explained, “and the maiden Maggie stepped off with a grace, dignity, and ma-
turity of manner bewildering to me.”66 The Indians—resident and visiting—
paraded through town and gathered with their “white friends” in a grove near 
their village. There Mrs. Bidwell and the other white guests waited impatient-
ly for nearly an hour for the Fourth of July exercises to begin. Again, the God-
dess of Liberty was missing, and the exercises could not go on without her. 
According to Mrs. Bidwell, “investigation disclosed Maggie still seated on 
her throne, embowered in trees,—attendants, horses, all gone!” When asked 
why she would not come down, Maggie replied, “I am waiting to be taken 
down.” Eventually Maggie’s uncle approached and “conducted her from her 
pinnacle to the grand stand, and seated her by her father.”67 Thus, though the 
Indians engaged in an American Fourth of July parade, they did so in an un-
usual manner that bewildered even as it pleased Mrs. Bidwell.  
In this case, the Indians at Bahapki may have used the Fourth of July in 
order to conduct a puberty ceremony for thirteen-year-old Maggie Lafonso. It 
is revealing to compare Mrs. Bidwell’s account of the Goddess of Liberty’s 
odd behavior with an account of a puberty ceremony among the Wintu—one 
of the tribes represented at Bahapki—by early ethnologist Stephen Powers. 
Powers observed that “when a girl arrives at maturity, about the age of twelve 
or fourteen, her village friends celebrate the event with a dance in her honor 
. . . to which all the surrounding villages are invited.” For three days the girl 
isolates herself, after which 
 The invited tribes now begin to arrive and the dance comes on. As each 
village or deputation from it arrive on the summit of a hill overlook-
ing the scene, they form in line, two or three abreast or in single fi le, 
then dance down the hill and around the village, crooning strange, weird 
chants. When all the deputations are collected, . . . they unite in a grand 
dance, passing around the village in solid marching order. . . . In conclu-
sion of the ceremonies the chief takes the maiden by the hand and to-
gether they dance down the line, while the company sing songs impro-
vised for the occasion.68 
 Gone from Mrs. Bidwell’s account are the songs and “croonings” of Pow-
ers’ rendering, and instead of dancing in procession, the Indians at Bahap-
ki rode in wagons or on horseback or marched as members of the brass band. 
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And from Mrs. Bidwell’s account, we cannot know whether Maggie seclud-
ed herself for days before the event. Mrs. Bidwell would not have been privy 
to such information. Yet the overall picture of the event—Maggie’s age, her 
seclusion before the procession and the exercises, the need for the chief (her 
father) or her uncle to escort her to the events, the procession itself, and the 
dance held later that evening—closely parallels Stephen Powers’s account. 
Given that the village of Bahapki included an “unsifted” mixture of Indians 
from many northern California tribes, it is possible that the Indians there may 
have developed new customs, mixing the symbols and practices of each oth-
er’s rites together. And given the pressure Mrs. Bidwell exerted on them to 
conform to Christian and American ways, it would not be surprising that the 
Indians devised a means to utilize the Fourth of July for their own purposes, 
as they did with Christmas.69 
Thus, faced with Mrs. Bidwell’s desire that they become acculturated to 
white Protestant middle-class American norms, the Indians at Bahapki did 
not just passively submit to her civilizing mission. Though they may have 
accepted new skills and adopted material innovations such as wooden hous-
es, the Bahapki Indians nevertheless worked in a number of ways to preserve 
the heart of their culture. When they could not avoid Mrs. Bidwell or openly 
defy her, they developed more subtle means to preserve their cultural integ-
rity—adopting aspects of what Mrs. Bidwell offered on their own terms and 
for their own purposes, defi ning their interaction with Mrs. Bidwell as a re-
ciprocal rather than a one-way process, and, fi nally, appearing to accept the 
rituals of Mrs. Bidwell’s culture while attaching a different meaning to them. 
The Indians adapted their culture both to superfi cially satisfy Mrs. Bidwell’s 
desire that they acculturate and to fulfi ll their own needs to maintain cultural 
identity and affi liation.  
After Mrs. Bidwell’s death in 1918, the Indians who had lived at Bahap-
ki continued their struggle for cultural integrity and for title to their origi-
nal land. Mrs. Bidwell bequeathed plots of land to thirty-two Indians, yet be-
cause of legal complications, the Indians who had resided at Rancho Chico 
ended up as wards of the government.70 In 1957, the federal government ter-
minated the tribal status of the Indians at Bahapki and other Maidu in the 
state, supposedly signaling the full integration of Native Americans into the 
mainstream of American society. Yet again we see that the Indians at Bahap-
ki managed to maintain some degree of cultural integrity. For example, de-
spite the dissolution of the village at Bahapki, the Indians who remained in 
Chico maintained their Indian burial grounds.71 And through the memories of 
Bahapki residents, particularly Henry Azbill, the sacred dances that the Ba-
hapki Indians once performed live on. Until his death in 1973, Azbill worked 
to preserve Maidu culture by teaching both Indians and non-lndians to make 
dance regalia. This passing on of old ways to the younger generation through 
the oral tradition allowed for a revival of Maidu dances.72 
Thus, despite nearly 50 years of Mrs. Bidwell’s efforts to “civilize” them, 
and despite close to 150 years of gradual dispossession and termination at the 
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hands of American society and government, important elements of Bahap-
ki and Maidu culture have survived. This would not have been possible if, 
as historians have long accepted, Mrs, Bidwell had succeeded in her efforts 
to wipe out Bahapki customs and identity. Today’s revivals pay tribute to the 
adaptability and innovation of the Indians at Bahapki and to the power of oral 
tradition.  
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